The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 8th July 2015:

Current Rule:

A 6 CLASS RULES VARIATIONS

At Class Events organised under RRS 88.1(d), ISAF Regulation 26.5(f) applies. At all other events RRS 87 applies.

Amended Rule:

A 6 CLASS RULES VARIATIONS

At Class Events organised under RRS 89.1(d), ISAF Regulation 10.5(f) applies. At all other events RRS 86 applies.

Current Rule:

F 4.3 FITTINGS ~ MANDATORY

a. Two single sheave mainsheet blocks, one with becket, with fixings. The mainsheet blocks on the boom shall not be fitted with sheaves smaller than 35 mm or larger than 45 mm. A single eye strap for mainsheet.

Amended Rule:

F 4.3 FITTINGS ~ MANDATORY

b. Two single sheave mainsheet blocks with fixings. The mainsheet blocks on the boom shall not be fitted with sheaves smaller than 35 mm or larger than 45 mm. A single eye strap for mainsheet.